SHE’S MY HEART
12-7-13
REFRAIN:

She’s my heart. She’s my soul.
She’s my tenderness. [My ultimate treasure]*
She’s my all.
She’s my everything. — Stunning sunrise scene.
If you’ve ever been in love,
you know just what I mean…

1. She’s my sunshine. She’s my flow.
Sparkling river…
Sailing on in our journey home.
She’s my heart-land. She’s that soothing breeze,
gently whispering, as if glistening
through the leaves of picturesque autumn trees.
2. She’s the springtime. She’s the gentle snow,
softly wafting
into a blanket, pristinely on the meadow.
She’s my reason. My shelter in the storm.
When my shattered heart is freezin’ —
she keeps me warm.
[INSTRUMENTAL]
3. She’s a whisper. In the cool evening mist.
Lover, friend, and sister,
emerald, ruby, diamond, amethyst.
She’s my highlight. Every hour of every day.
Inspiring insight.
If eternity walked out on me — she would stay.
4. She’s the awesome vibrant hues,
in the feeling-feast of sunset.
One of life’s profound missing clues
answers to mysteries I’ve not found yet.
Her sensation, stirs the depths of my soul.
Illustration
of perfect woman, pure, righteous, sensuous and whole.
[REPEAT REFRAIN]
[INSTRUMENTAL]
5. She’s a mystery. As our story turns into history.
Her emotions running free
— can’t explain what this woman does to me.
Awesome gem, brilliant geometry.
Multi-faceted dazzling beauty.
Treasure chest plucked from the sea
Bursting vibrance toned with subtlety.
(Continued)
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SHE’S MY HEART
(Continued)
6. She’s the flowers on the hill crest,
in the warmth of summer days.
She clothes me in passion’s silken vest
and suits me to her million sweet and special ways.
She’s the crown of my life’s story.
Friend-to-the end through the highs and lows.
Perfect vibe-vibration glory made for me,
as we run together into eternity — it grows
(our love ever grows)…
[INSTRUMENTAL — MIXED WITH
ALMOST INAUDIBLE REFRAIN]
[FADEOUT]
[END]
Written: December 7, 2013

* Bracketed text: background voices, quietly.
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